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Arizona New Times: Ernest Lerma

Ernest Lerma's Arizona New Times is using social media

to engage a younger audience and revolutionize the way

we consume news.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA, UNITED STATES, December 24,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Ernest Lerma, founder

and editor-in-chief of Arizona New Times, is on a

mission to revolutionize the way we consume news.

He believes that traditional news outlets have

become too focused on negativity and politics, and

he wants to create a platform that reports on

positive news and issues that matter to the younger

generation.

To achieve this goal, Lerma and his team at Arizona

New Times are testing out new ways of reporting and

sharing news through social media. They are using

trending stories, memes, and other creative

techniques to engage their audience and get them

interested in the news and great things happening in

science, technology, finance and things happening in

the world that can impact the people. 

One of the key ways that Arizona New Times is differentiating itself from other news outlets is by

We believe that using social

media and other creative

techniques is the key to

engaging our audience and

making the news more

accessible and relevant.”

Ernest Lerma

focusing on a younger audience. The team is made up of a

younger generation of journalists who are passionate

about using social media to share their stories and

opinions.

In addition to their work as a news outlet, Arizona New

Times is also a marketing agency specializing in SEO and

writing trending articles with opinions. This allows them to

reach a wider audience and get their message out to more

people.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.ernestlerma.com
https://goo.gl/maps/UHSqinjPiazRmEZ66
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Jess Campbell

As the news industry continues to

evolve, it's clear that there is a need for

new, innovative ways of reporting and

sharing news. Lerma and the team at

Arizona New Times are on the

forefront of this movement, using

social media and other creative

techniques to engage their audience

and bring the news to life in a way that

is interesting, relevant, and meaningful.

With their outspoken approach and

dedication to reporting outside the

box, they are poised to disrupt the

traditional news industry and create a

new, more positive way of staying

informed.
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